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Will – future predictions  
We can use will to make predictions about the future. 
 
 

 

 

1. True or false?  

Read and circle true or false for these sentences.  

  

a. He thinks the future will be different. true false 

b. He thinks people will drive normal cars. true false 

c. He thinks children will have a human teacher. true false 

d. He thinks he will be an astronaut when he grows up. true false 

e. He thinks he will live with his family. true false 

 
 

 

 

2. Choose the answer!  

Read the sentence. Circle the correct answer.  

a. I will                                       around the world when I’m older.     to travel / travel / travelling 

b. My sister                                       be a singer because she loves singing.     is / wills / will 

c. Will people                                       able to talk to animals in the future?     are / be / being 

d. They won’t                                       any pets.     having / to have / have 

e. There                                       be enough clean water in the future.     won’t / willn’t / isn’t 

f. We will                                       on the moon.     live / to live / living 

g. My father                                       be happy when he sees this broken window!     willn’t / won’t / isn’t 

h. Where                                       live when you grow up?     you will / do you / will you 

I think the future will be very different. People won’t drive normal 
cars, there will be flying cars. Children won’t go to school, they’ll 
have a robot who teaches them at home. As for me, when I grow up 
I’ll be an astronaut and I won’t get married, I’ll live with my friends! 
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3. Fill it in!  

What do you think? Write will or won’t in the sentences to make predictions.  

a. Children        won’t         go to school in the future. 

b. I                                                  go to university. 

c. In the future, people                                                  read books. 

d. My family                                                  live in a different country one day. 

e. We                                                  have a robot to do all the household jobs in the future. 

f. I                                                  have the same friends in ten years’ time. 

g. In the future, computer games                                                  be downloaded into our heads. 

h. When we grow up, my best friend                                                  forget me. 

 
 

 

 

4. Write and draw!  

What do you think the future will be like? What will you be and do? Draw a 
picture and write about it like in exercise 1!  
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I think the future will be like a fantasy movie. There will be many electronic devices for everyone. 

I don't know yet what I want to be when I grow up. Maybe I will be a singer, a guitarist, a swimmer, 

or a grandmaster․ I will travel a lot.  




